DESIGNING A VIVID MESSAGE!
ALAN ALDA CENTER FOR COMMUNICATING SCIENCE
WORKSHOP

Thursday, March 1, 2018
1:00 - 4:00 PM
Registration Required!
On Emory Campus. Location TBA & will be listed in confirmation email upon registering to attend.
Space is limited. Register early.
OPEN TO POSTDOCS ONLY!

ALAN ALDA CENTER FOR COMMUNICATING SCIENCE
https://www.aldacenter.org/

Designing a Vivid Message

Inspired by Alan Alda’s statement that, “...real listening is the willingness to let the other person change you,” our interactive plenary will introduce you to the Alda Method™, a sequence of improvisational theater techniques developed to help you speak more vividly and expressively. The Alda Method™ helps you to create common ground and use conversational language to foster more genuine connections with your audience. The interactive techniques introduced over the course of 3-hours will help you focus on listening, relating, ordering information, and defining meaningful goals to make your message stick. This plenary will be led by Christine O’Connell, who is a certified Alda instructor.

Event Sign Up!!!

(Click Here)
or go to
https://www.med.emory.edu/postdoc/
and find listing under "OPE Events"

LOCATION to be announced & will be included in registration confirmation email

CHRISTINE O’CONNELL
Assistant Professor of Communicating Science at the School of Journalism, Stony Brook University
Certified Alda Instructor